Effect of Aerated Pore Distribution on Bubble Plume Movement in a Cylindrical Aerated Tank
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Abstract: Aeration is crucial for biological wastewater treatment process but energy intensive. Aerated pore distribution in an aeration tank can control oxygen transfer and energy consumption. Therefore, this study aimed at elucidating the fundamental flow structure of gas phase in bubble plumes in a cylindrical tank with different aerated pore distance (ranged from 0.03-0.09m). Both experiments and numerical simulation were used. PIV (Particle Image velocimetry) technology was used for getting bubble phase flow field. Bubble population behavior model (BPBM) coupled with computational fluid dynamics (CFD) was established for numerical simulation. Results showed that aeration distances greatly affected the movement of gas-phase. When the aeration distances were large or small, the attractive interaction generated by air columns in different aeration pore caused a turbulence of bubble plume. At the meanwhile, a large of bubbles separated from the main air columns, which resulted in an unsteady gas-phase structure. The structure of bubble plume was relatively stable with an aerator spacing of 0.0625m in this study, which was beneficial for the connection between gas-phase and liquid-phase.
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1. Introduction

Aeration is crucial in wastewater biological treatment, which greatly affects the performance of biological process, and thus the wastewater treatment efficiency and operating cost [1, 2]. Pollutants in wastewater are biodegraded by microorganisms in biological reactors, and the oxygen is needed for the growth and metabolism of microorganisms [3]. Aeration, an energy consumption process which is generated by mechanical agitation, is used to supply oxygen for maintaining the microbial activity for well biodegradation [4]. Therefore, the urgent requirements from high efficiency and low consumption and the maximization trend of the reactors puts forward the new demand on aeration reactor optimal design [5, 6]. The efficiency of aeration reactors depends on the steady flow state of bubble plume inside, because the movement of bubble plume can directly affect the contact and mixing of the phases in the flow field. The mass and heat transfer efficiency of reactors can also be affected by the flow field and then expand the influence to the efficiency and consumption of the reactors. In conclusion, deeply exploring with the bubble plume structure hydro-mechanical behavior can help us to obtain helpful results for the further theoretical research and the optimal design of aeration reactor, which is significant for the increasingly serious problem of energy shortage and environmental pollution. It has been reported that aerators pore distance determined the uniformity of air inflation, and an appropriate aerator pore distribution created suitable bubble plume and through which control oxygen transfer and energy consumption in an aerator tank [7, 8]. Therefore, study on the effect of aerators pore distances on bubble plume movement behavior and oxygen transfer is of significant importance for wastewater treatment process.
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Particle Image velocimetry (PIV) technology is one of the most feasible approaches for distinguishing bubble plume movement behaviors [9]. Introducing of the modern information processing algorithms to PIV for multiphase flow can improve the measurement performance, which is not only for the correct tracking of particles but also in spatio-temporal resolution [10]. By the applications to the study of aeration reactor, the velocity field information benefits engineers for improved design in energy efficiency [11, 12].

Therefore, this study aimed at elucidating the fundamental flow structure of dispersed gas phase in bubble plumes as a laboratory model of aeration process in a cylindrical tank. Both experiments and numerical simulation were used for investigating the bubble plume movement. We have developed a pre-processing algorithm for bubble-phase identification in complex two-phase images, and applied PIV for bubble phase. The data of spatio-temporal three-dimensional bubble velocity distribution were analyzed to discuss the relationship between the local and bulk aeration efficiency. In particular, this paper focused on the two-phase fluid dynamics read from the measurement data and its impact to the oxygen mass transfer. Bubble population behavior model (BPBM) coupled with computational fluid dynamics (CFD) was established for calculating the velocity flow of bubble plume. Oxygen transfer efficiency, which is related to the bubble plume movement, was evaluated to understand the correlation between the present result and previously obtained reactor’s data [13, 14].

2. Materials and methods
2.1 Experimental Setup

The experimental set-up of the reactor was shown in Figure 1. A cylindrical tank with 700mm in height and 250mm in inner diameter was used for main body of the reactor. A rectangular tank had the height of 800mm and a square cross-section with the side of 280mm was used for water jacket surrounding the cylindrical tank to eliminate optical distortion of bubble images. According to our previous study, the air-blowing array on a circular tray was placed on the bottom where 24 holes were provided circumferentially around a central injector with the radii of 0.0417, 0.0625, and 0.0833m, respectively [14]. Air was evenly supplied by capillary tubes at a controlled pressure. Room temperature and atmospheric pressure acted on the model tank. A CCD camera (HG-100K, American Redlake Company) at 1000 fps in frame rate was used to record the behavior and structures of the bubble plumes. The type of camera lens was Nikkor lens with 60mm/2.8D, which produced by Nikon Company.

![Figure 1 Experimental set-up of aeration tank](image)

In this study, tap water with the density of 1.00×10^3 kg/m^3 and kinematic viscosity of 10^{-6} m^2/s was used as the liquid phase in the aeration tank. Room air of laboratory with the density of 1.28 kg/m^3 inflated into aeration tank by an air compressor was considered as the gas phase. The experimental conditions were showed in Table 1, and the parameters considered were according to our previous studies [8, 14]. Q was the gas volume flow rate inflated by air compressor (ZB-0.12/7, Shanghai
Machinery Manufacturing Co. LTD). D was the distance of aerated pores in the circular tray as shown in Figure 1. H/W was the aspect ratio of the reactor.

### Table 1 The experiment conditions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Q (\times 10^5 \text{ m}^3/\text{s})</th>
<th>D [m]</th>
<th>H [\text{-}]</th>
<th>P [KP\text{a}]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.08</td>
<td>0.0417</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>7.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.08</td>
<td>0.0625</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>7.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>2.08</td>
<td>0.0833</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>7.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 2.2 Flow Measurement Method

The image acquisition system for PIV was shown in Figure 2. For high-quality bubble imaging, two optical set-ups were employed. One was used to cover the back side of the set up with a layer of vegetable parchment, which provided uniform diffused light inside the container and so that reflection of light at individual bubble interface became isotropic. Another was to fix two light sources at a far distance in symmetrical coordinates for considering the brilliant light scattering angle of bubbles in the whole flow field to be measured.

In order to get accurate data, images taken by CCD were pre-processed for de-noised and post-processing. The original images were de-noised by Wave Transform Analysis [15-17]. Otsu's method [18] was adopted to determine the optimal threshold of the de-noised images. After threshold segmentation, the images were binarized by a program written by C++ language.

![Figure 2. PIV image acquisition systems](image)

### 2.3 Numerical Simulation

Based on the fluid mechanics theory, and considering gas-liquid two phase flow field reaction, coalescence and breakage of bubbles, a BPBM-CFD coupling calculation model were set up. The control equations of CFD were based on Euler/Euler mode [8]. The essence of BPBM model was to establish the conservation relations for dispersed phase (bubbles), which was shown in equation 1.

\[
S(X,R,t) = B_c(X,R,t) - D_c(X,R,t) + B_b(X,R,t) - D_b(X,R,t)
\]

In the equation, \(S(X,R,t)\) meant the net production rate of bubbles. \(B_c(X,R,t)\) meant the production rate of bubble coalescence, and \(D_c(X,R,t)\) meant the dissolved rate of bubble coalescence. \(B_b(X,R,t)\) meant the production rate of bubble broken, and \(D_b(X,R,t)\) meant the dissolved rate of bubble broken [19].

The dissolve of BPBM discrete equation considered the interacted force of bubbles, including drag force, virtual mass force, and wall shear stress [20, 21]. Therefore, when BPBM model had been written to Fluent UDF, it could supply the bubbles interacted forces and the process of bubble coalescence and broken. The CFD supplied the flow field parameters for the BPBM model calculation, such as the velocity of gas phase and liquid phase, gas volume fraction, turbulent kinetic energy and...
pressure distribution. Then the simulation of gas-liquid two phase flow field could be accurately obtained by the BPBM-CFD coupling model.

The sizes of the reactor for numerical simulation were set in accordance with the physical model in experiments. The geometry was a vertical cylindrical tube with a pipe diameter of 250 mm and aeration volume flow rate of 2.08×10^{-5} m^3/s, different aerator spacing distances ranged from 0.03 to 0.09 m were set. Tri/Pace hawks grid cell was used for meshing on the bottom of the reactor and the air outlet of aeration. The meshing number is 613311. According to our previous study, air inlet at the bottom of the reactor was set as the velocity inlet boundary conditions, and the top export was set as the pressure outlet boundary conditions [14]. The aeration holes at the bottom and the reactor wall were set as nonslip wall boundary conditions.

2.4 Oxygen Transfer Efficiency

The momentum equations and turbulence equations were the second order discrete formats. The volume fraction was set as Quick discrete format, and phase-coupled simple method was used for the coupling of pressure and speed coupling. The time step of numerical simulation was 0.001s. Dissolved oxygen testing apparatus (HQ40-d, American HACH Corporation) was used for dissolved oxygen concentration in each experimental condition.

Oxygen transfer efficiency was an important evaluation index to evaluate the dynamic efficiency of the aerating device. The ability of filling oxygen referred to amount of oxygen transfer into water in per unit time at standard state (1atm, 20°C). The ability of filling oxygen was calculated from the following equation [22].

\[ \text{OC} = K_L a \times C_s \times V \]  \hspace{1cm} (2)

where:
- \( \text{OC} \) -- Oxygenation Capacity, (mg/h),
- \( K_L a \) -- Oxygen Transfer Coefficient, (1/h)
- \( V \) -- Volume of Reservoir, (m³),
- \( C_s \) -- Dissolved Oxygen Saturation Concentration, (mg/L).

The \( K_L a \) was referred at the temperature of 20°C by using equation 3[23].

\[ K_L a_{(20)} = K_L a_{(r)} \times 1.024^{r-20} \]  \hspace{1cm} (3)

The oxygen transfer efficiency \( (E_A) \) refers to the percent of amount of oxygen transferred into liquid in total oxygen supply by aeration system. The equation was as following equation [24].

\[ E_A = \frac{K_L a_{(20)} \times C_s \times V}{N \times Q} \]  \hspace{1cm} (4)

where:
- \( E_A \) -- Oxygen Transfer Efficiency (%),
- \( N \) -- Oxygen Coefficient (kg/m³),
- \( Q \) -- Aeration volume flow rates [m³/s].

3. Results and discussions

3.1 Bubble plume structure and flow field

In the physical model research, the bubble plume temporal-spatial distribution in the aerated reservoir was measured by the PIV system. The characteristics and velocity distribution of flow field were particularly analyzed. Bubble plume flow field at the different aerated pore distances were...
showed in Figure 3. Clearly, the aerated pore distance greatly affected the bubble plume movement structure. When the aerated pore distance was small (0.0417 m), the bubble injection area was concentrated relatively. The whole bubble plume form shrank because that the plume columns were inter-attracted when bubbles raised from the bottom to the upper. The shearing action by liquid phase increased with the continue rising of bubble plume, and the bubble plume began to spread out to form a movement structure with a shrinkage bottom and diffused upper part. Under this condition, the bubble plume formed a spiral structure with a narrow and tiny amplitude swing cycle. The bubble plume movement had a greatly change with an increasing aerator pore distance. Under the distance of 0.0833m, the bubble plume structure was stable at the bottom and there were no attraction effects among plume columns. Bubbles nearly straight rose from the bottom to the top of the reactor, and the bubble plume mixture and liquid turbulence were not obvious. In the upper part of the bubble columns, a large number of bubbles were free out. This condition caused a relatively short stay time of bubbles in reactor, which was not benefit for oxygen transfer. When the aerator pore distances were 0.0625 m, the bubble plumes in the flow field were well-distributed. Bubble plumes in the bottom of flow field stably rose up with a helical form. The swings of bubble plume in the aerator were periodical and steady at the bottom of the flow field. Finally, the plume columns mixed in the upper part of the reactor and resulted in a heavy liquid turbulence, which was benefit for enhancing the contact time and contact area between bubbles and water.

![Figure 3. Bubble plume flow fields at aerated pore distance: (a) 0.0417m, (b) 0.0625m, and (c) 0.0833m](image)

The time-dependent and time-average bubble flow velocity fields of bubble plume were shown in Figures 4 & 5, respectively. Clearly, the concentration of aerated pore distance caused the shrinkage of gas areas in flow field. When the aerated pore distance was 0.0417m, the highest velocity was about 0.36m/s, which appeared in the bottom of the flow field. When the distance increased to 0.0625m, the flow filed of gas phase was uniform and the average velocity was about 0.35m/s. As the distance became larger, the flow field distribution of gas phase was dispersive, and the highest velocity was 0.38m/s in the bottom area of gas column. The gas columns concentrated by attractive interaction, and therefore reduced the swing of bubble plume. The dispersing aerated pores resulted in the relatively independent movement of bubble plume columns. Several “Non-bubble areas” between columns were found in this condition, which might greatly affect the oxygen mass transfer efficiency in biological treatment reactor.
3.2 Bubble plume flow field by numerical simulation

3.2.1 Verification of numerical simulation

Numerical simulation of bubble plume flow field was also conducted in this research. The aeration conditions in numerical simulation were set in accordance with the physic model in experiments. The bubble plume flow fields were obtained by experiments and numerical simulation, as seen in Figure 6. Clearly, the gas-phase velocity distribution obtained by numerical simulation had a good agree with by PIV experiments. The trend of flow fields were with accordance. The radial velocity distributions of gas meet the index law. The maximum value of velocity appeared in the center of the column, which was in line with the actual situation. Therefore, the BPBM-CFD model could accurately simulate the movement of bubble plume.

Figure 4. Time-dependent bubble flow velocity field at aerated pore distance of 0.0417m; 0.0625m and 0.0833m

Figure 5. Time-average bubble flow velocity field at aerated pore distance of 0.0417m; 0.0625m and 0.0833m

3.2.2 Gas-liquid two phase flow field in aeration tank

The instantaneous gas velocity and liquid flow field in X-radial section of aeration tank can be seen in Figure 7. The velocity of gas phase was similar with the gas flow field distribution obtained by PIV.
experiments. The change trend of gas phase velocity distribution was similar with different aerated pore distances. With the increase of aerated pore distance, the attractive interaction caused by gas phase movement reduced. When the aerated pore distance was too large or too small, the gas column swung unsteady and a large number of bubbles dispersed from the main gas columns because of the attractive interaction among columns or the side walls of reactor, which resulted in an unsteady structure of gas phase. A modest distribution of aerated pore could get a stable gas movement structure, which was beneficial for the contact between gas phase and liquid phase.

For the liquid phase flow filed, the concentrated aerated pore distance caused increasing liquid movement, and the hydraulic dead zone decreased. However, the velocity gradient of liquid phase resulted from the rising gas movement, and therefore the liquid phase was not circled. With larger distance of aerated pore in reactor, the liquid phase flow field began to form velocity partition because of different velocity gradients by the rising of gas columns. The liquid phase flow direction at the half bottom flow field was similar with the rising up direction of gas phase. At the upper half part of the flow field, gas phase formed downward velocity when arriving at the free surface, which was also unable to result in an appreciated liquid phase circulation.

**Figure 7.** The instantaneous gas velocity and liquid two-phase flow field in X-radial section.

Aerated pore distances greatly impacted the bubble plume movement and velocity flow field of liquid phase. In order to illustrate the effect of aerated pore distances on flow field, the liquid turbulence energy and turbulence viscosity were analyzed as shown in Figure 8. Obviously, the aerated pore distances greatly affected the turbulence energy and viscosity.
3.3 Oxygen transfer in aeration tank

According to the study results obtained above, different aerator pore distances caused the changes on flow field velocity distribution and liquid turbulence, which determined the contact time and contact area between air and water and thus the oxygen transfer as well. Therefore, oxygen transfer parameters, oxygen transfer coefficient ($K_{L/a}$) and oxygen transfer efficiency ($E_A$) were calculated to describe the relationships among aerated pore distances and $K_{L/a}$, $E_A$, respectively. Figure 9 showed the results.

![Figure 9](image_url)

**Figure 9.** The result of rinsing aeration under different aerator pore distances ($Q = 2.08\times10^{-5}$ m$^3$/s cm H/W=1.5, Cs=10mg/L)

Clearly, an appreciated aerated pore distribution was important for oxygen transfer. Too large or small pore distance could result in a relative lower oxygen transfer coefficient. The trend of $E_A$ will vary inversely with $K_{L/a}$. The aerated pore distribution mainly affected the bubble plume movement structure during aeration process. According to the flow field we obtained above, the attractive interactions among bubble plume columns were obvious when the distance was small, and the movement area of gas phase concentrated on the center of the liquid phase flow field. Therefore, the contact areas between bubbles and liquid phase were unable to increase effectively. At the meanwhile, the unsteady gas phase velocity distribution (Figures 4-7) resulted in unevenly dissolved oxygen concentration distribution in the liquid phase. The center of the liquid phase might be rich in oxygen.
and other area might be ‘oxygen-deficit’, which greatly affected the oxygen transfer rate. Unsteady bubble plume structure caused strong turbulence of liquid phase, which increased the probability of collision and merger among bubbles [24]. Therefore, the contact time and contact areas of gas and liquid phase decreased, resulted in lower oxygen transfer efficiency. For larger aerator pore distance, bubble plume in the flow field was dispersive, and the interaction among bubble columns was low. The bubble plume rose almost vertically during ascent, which caused relative weak turbulence for liquid phase and a large number of bubbles were quickly diffused from the main bubble plume columns. Thus the oxygen transfer efficiency was relative lower. For an appreciated aerated pore distance, bubble plume distributed unevenly in the flow field. The slight attractive interaction among bubble plume columns was beneficial for the formation of stable liquid circulation at the upper of the flow field. The contact time and contact areas increased, and the velocity of gas phase in flow field was equal-distributed, which was helpful for the increase of oxygen transfer efficiency.

4. Conclusions

According to the above analysis of experimental results and numerical simulation, the following main conclusions are obtained.

(1) PIV experiments results showed that the temporal-spatial distribution of bubble plume varies with changes of aerated pore distance. When the aerator pore distance was 0.0625m, the flow filed was well-distributed that steady liquid circulation and turbulent fluctuation were formed. The velocity distribution of gas-phase was uniform. When the aerated pore distance was 0.0417m, 0.0625m and 0.0833m, the highest velocity of each condition was 0.36m/s, 0.35m/s and 0.38m/s, respectively.

(2) The BPBM-CFD model can accurately simulate the movement of bubble plume, and the gas-phase flow field distribution obtained by numerical simulation had a good agree with by PIV experiment. Numerical simulation results showed that the aerated pore distances greatly affected the liquid phase velocity distribution, and too large or small pore distances could not bring uniform liquid velocity distribution and even increased energy consumption.

(3) Results of oxygen transfer efficiency showed that increase of aerator pore distances led to a nonlinear change to the \( K_{L_A} \) and \( E_A \), and an appropriate aerator pore distribution will be important to improve the operating efficiency of aeration reactor.
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